
Festive treats
BE THE LIFE OF THE PARTY WITH THESE MINI 

PUDDING EARRINGS, FEATURING SPEEDY SATIN 
STITCH AND TACTILE FRENCH KNOTS  

Designed by Louise McCarney
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CHRISTMAS EARRINGS ACCESSORY
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ACCESSORY CHRISTMAS EARRINGS

01
Begin by transferring both pudding 
templates (the left and the right) onto 

your stabiliser, at least 2cm apart. Then, 
carefully cut around both earring templates, 
leaving at least 3mm around each one. Peel 
off the back of each template and then press 
into place on your black felt. The felt should 
be sturdy enough for you to stitch without a 
hoop, but if preferred mount it in a 7cm hoop 
and make sure the surface of the felt is taut.

02
Work the sponge in Satin Stitch using 
two strands of brown. To help keep your 

stitches looking smooth, work a few Straight 
Stitches across the pudding to set your angles 
and then go back and fill in the spaces with 
Satin Stitch. After this, add in the currants 
in the gaps between the Satin Stitch using 
French Knots in two strands of dark brown  
and three twists around the needle.

03  Add the icing on top of the pudding 
using two strands of white and Satin 

Stitch. Again, work a few single Straight 
Stitches across the icing to set your angles 
and then fill in the gaps with Satin Stitch – 
this will help make your icing look smoother.

04  Now, add the holly berries on top using 
French Knots in six strands of red  

– working two twists for each knot. Then, add 

the holly leaves using two strands of green 
and Fishbone Stitch – work one complete 
Fishbone Stitch to fill each leaf.

05  Wash away the stabiliser then, once 
the felt is dry, carefully cut around the 

puddings, leaving about 3mm all around.

06
Cut out two matching pieces of black 
glitter felt. If you’re making hanging 

earrings, secure the hooks to the back of your 
stitched pieces using a few loose stitches, and 
then glue the glitter felt pieces to the back.  
If you’re making stud earrings, glue the glitter 
felt pieces to the back of your stitched pieces 
and then glue the studs to the back of these. 
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Felt fabric: 10x10cm, black
Stranded cotton: 1 skein each  
of brown, dark brown, green,  
red and white
Embroidery hoop:  7cm diameter 
(optional)
Glitter felt: black (for backing)
Adhesive water-soluble stabiliser
Strong fabric glue
Earring hook x2; or earring stud x2
Basic embroidery kit

Fishbone Stitch, French Knot,  
Satin Stitch, Straight Stitch

MATERIALS

STITCHES USED

Find the templates on p69.
We used wool felt in Mr Mole 

and glitter felt in black from  
www.cloudcraft.co.uk

NOTES

Stitch 
Guide

Turn to 
PAGE 59

Lou is a writer and maker 
based in Bristol, where 
she lives with her husband 
Rory, two ball pythons 
she calls “silly sausages” 

and (possibly) too many plants. If she’s 
not working on your next issue of Love 
Embroidery, then she’s crafting or snacking. 
@louise.elizabeth.mccarney

LOUISE MCCARNEY


